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INTRO

Why most influential?

For whom?

How it was measured?

How MMIX affect  product 
interactions within a category 

 the effects of marketing variables
on share

 effects on total category sales

We examine the effect of marketing
variables on customer choice among product 
alternatives

scanners - new data opportunity

Store data

Panel data

Sources of data

Guadagni, P.M., Little, J.D.C., 1998. When and 
what to buy: a nested logit model of coffee 
purchase. Journal of Forecasting 17, 303–326. 

customer maintains a portfolio of products

advantages of store data

 automatic recording of
purchases at the point of sale

provide competitive environment

loyalty cards -> repeated actions

Coverage

 groups of stores in single markets

national samples of stores

instrumented markets

almost all kind of influence

representative city

product differentiation is greater

research question WHY?

The Multinomial Logit Choice Model

Brief history of MNL

 Axiomatic View

Utility

Maximization

Random component distribution

Choice of store, but not in store

Closed form
formula for Pk

Two important properties

Not sure, they consumers follow our assamptions

Discussion

More complicated V specification

iid assumption ant its violation

Linear utility

Calibration

Choices but not probabilities

Characteristics

ML estimator

 Quality of Fit

 t-values for coefficients

 U2 for model

Chi-squared tests of model significance

 Aggregate share

LR test

Application to Packaged Goods

 Market share is an aggregation of individual customer 
choices

What is alternative

the degree of homogeneity in the customer population here - H

Introduce loyalty

Regular Ground Coffee

FMCG

 Price changes are relatively common because of 
fluctuations in commodity markets

 traditional supermarket loss leader

Category

Other categories

variety seeking

Data

 ground coffee store and panel records

 Kansas City supermarkets

 78-week  

September 14, 1978 to March 12, 1980.

store sales data

panel data

weekly sales, price

2000 households

>90% purchases in observed stores

record - date, household, UPC, price

200 buy coffee "properly"

100 - calibration

100 - out-of sample prediction

25 weeks - purch.history

32 weeks - calibration

20 weeks - projection

Alternatives

 Unique to alternative

Common across alternatives

 Attribute Variables

Constant

 regular price in the absence of promotion

promotion (0/1)

 no data on feature or display activity

 promotional price cut

 lagged promotion variables

Customers characteristics

Brand loyalty

Size loyalty

initialise loyalty variables

Calibration

100 hh / 32weeks / 1021 purch occasions

about alphas estimation

Calibration Results

Coefs

Good example of comments for different specifications

Discussion of Coefficients t-statics shows the importance of parameters!?

Testing

Out-of-sample prediction

Same period

Feature

Individual stores

More than 1700 citations

"Small A" Figure

Forecast issues

Formula for share

Actual prices and promo

Simulating feature "history"

Overpredicted promo effect in forecast 

Underpredicted level

Sample 
selection 
bias

Heterogeneous promo effec

Store-level testng Quite good predictions

Market Response to Control Variables

How the market responds to the retailers’ actions No direct calculation 

Some examples

 variation in response by brand-size has significant 
implications for retailers and manufacturers

Response differs

Magnitude increases for small shares

Loyalty helps to capture heterogeneity

Conclusion

Many questions could arise

 regular price elasticity of share

Advantages

 the cross elasticity of one brand-size’s share to
another’s price

 share response to promotion

To be done

 the cannibalization of one size of a brand by the 
promotion of another

 the elasticity of price during a promotion

A major missing feature is the modeling of the 
purchase occasion itself

Difference matters

S-shape probability

Time period

Short-term

Long-term Due to loyalty

Shares and constants

10% in testing sample

3% in calibration sample


